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Three-Phase Reconstruction Reveals How the Microscopic
Structure of the Carbon-Binder Domain Affects Ion
Transport in Lithium-Ion Batteries
Moritz Kroll,[a] Sarah L. Karstens,[a] Marvin Cronau,[a] Alexandra Höltzel,[a] Sabine Schlabach,[b]
Nikita Nobel,[c] Claudia Redenbach,[c] Bernhard Roling,*[a] and Ulrich Tallarek*[a]
The morphology of the electrolyte-filled pore space in lithium-
ion batteries is determined by the solid microstructure formed
by μm-sized active material particles and the smaller-featured
carbon binder domain (CBD). Tomographic reconstructions
have largely neglected the CBD, resulting in inadequately
defined pore space morphologies at odds with experimental
ionic tortuosity values. We present a three-phase reconstruction
of a LiCoO2 composite cathode by focused ion-beam scanning
electron microscopy tomography. Morphological analysis
proves that the reconstruction, which combines an unprece-
dented volume (20 μm minimum edge length) with the hitherto
highest resolution (13.9×13.9×20 nm3 voxel size), represents
the cathode’s pore space morphology. Pore-scale diffusion
simulations show consideration of the resolved CBD as
indispensable to reproduce ionic tortuosity values from electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy. Our results reveal the CBD
as a convoluted network that dominates the pore space
morphology and limits Li+ transport through tortuous and
constricted diffusion pathways.
1. Introduction
Against the rising demand for more efficient and cost-effective
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), the research and development of
new materials and battery systems has led to significant
progress in recent years.[1,2] Additionally, the established battery
systems offer considerable optimization potential, particularly
regarding the morphology of the porous electrodes, which
should combine high capacity for Li+ storage in the active
material (AM) with fast Li+ transport kinetics in the electrolyte-
filled pore space.[3]
Conventional composite electrodes of LIBs are composed of
an AM such as LiCoO2 (LCO), a carbonate-based liquid electro-
lyte, and electrochemically inactive carbon binder additives.
The carbon’s task is to guarantee electronic conduction
between the AM particles, including those disconnected from
the rest of the network due to volume changes during charge/
discharge, and between AM particles and the current
collector.[4] The binder connects the different components and
mechanically stabilizes the electrode.[5] Electrodes typically
contain 90–95 wt% AM and 5–10 wt% carbon binder[6,7] and are
obtained from a slurry-coating procedure. A thin slurry film of
AM and carbon particles added to a solution of the binder in
an organic solvent is applied to the current collector by doctor
blading. When the slurry dries, the binder adheres to the
surface of the conductive carbon,[8] forming an interpenetrating
porous phase, the carbon-binder domain (CBD). Cross-sectional
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images revealed that the
CBD partially fills the interstitial space between the AM particles
and spreads over the entire electrode.[4,9,10] Electrochemical
investigations have qualitatively shown that chemical composi-
tion and volume fraction of the CBD directly influence charge
transport in the porous electrode and the cycling performance
of the battery.[11–15] However, detailed quantitative descriptions
of CBD morphology and spatial CBD distribution in electrodes
as well as the expected impact on ionic transport and overall
battery performance are still rare.[6,7,16–24]
The microstructure formed by the solid components is the
negative of the liquid electrolyte-filled pore space, in which Li+
transport takes place. AM particles are usually 3–6 μm sized,
whereas the size of the conductive carbon particles is up to
two orders of magnitude smaller, at 80–100 nm. Consequently,
the distance between the AM particles is in the μm-range, but
the pore space becomes much smaller in regions pervaded by
the CBD. The tortuous nature of the pathways for ion transport
is described by the ionic tortuosity tion, which is primarily
dependent on the porosity ɛ, but also influenced by constrictiv-
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ities such as bottlenecks and dead-ends.[25,26] The ionic
tortuosity tion quantifies the dependence of the ion transport
on the pore space morphology and can be determined
electrochemically or through a reconstruction-simulation (RS)
approach, where pore-scale diffusion simulations are performed
in physically reconstructed electrode structures.[27,28]
The accuracy of an RS-derived tortuosity value depends
critically on the quality and resolution of the reconstruction,
which should cover a representative volume of the electrode
and resolve each phase adequately. Reconstructions of elec-
trode structures can be obtained from X-ray tomography (XRT)
or focused ion-beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM)
tomography. In XRT, large sample volumes (>10,000 μm3) can
be imaged non-destructively in a short time, but the resolution
remains in the hundreds-of-nanometers range. As XRT is based
on the absorption of X-rays, the method is suited for heavy
elements, such as found in the AM particles, but insensitive to
light elements, such as present in the CBD.[29,30] FIB-SEM
tomography uses ions (mostly Ga+) to remove material from
the sample slice-by-slice (milling). Between slicing the SEM
signal is used to image the cross-sectional surface. Alternate
milling and imaging steps are repeated hundreds of times to
produce an image stack, from which a representation of the
microstructure of the investigated volume can be obtained by
3D interpolation.[31,32] Volumes with edge lengths of up to
100 μm can be reconstructed by FIB-SEM tomography, but the
slicing becomes very time consuming for edge lengths
>10 μm. The main advantages of FIB-SEM tomography are its
high resolution, down to <1 nm,[33] and the availability of all
imaging modes of modern electron microscopy.
Studies that compared RS-derived tortuosity values with
those obtained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) experiments often found the RS approach to under-
estimate the ionic tortuosity.[28,34] The difference between
experimental and simulated tortuosity values was particularly
large for XRT reconstructions, although the AM phase was
accurately represented, which lead to the conclusion that the
deviation was due to the insufficiently resolved CBD.[34]
The size difference between the finer-featured CBD and the
AM phase poses a particular challenge to three-phase recon-
structions of electrodes, which have been pursued by FIB-SEM
tomography[7,17,18,20] and by a combination of tomography and
stochastic modelling.[6,19,35–38] The latter approach requires
numerous assumptions and is thus subject to uncertainties,
which explains why the assumed microstructure and porosity
of the CBD differ significantly between the studies.[19,37] Direct
imaging by FIB-SEM tomography is the best approach to obtain
an accurate description of the CBD, because the method
provides the necessary resolution and allows the straightfor-
ward, contrast-based interpretation of SEM images that enables
a robust segmentation of the different phases. But imaging
large volumes at high resolution by FIB-SEM tomography
requires long measurement times and produces correspond-
ingly large amounts of raw data that have to be processed and
analyzed. Hutzenlaub et al.[16,39] presented a three-phase, FIB-
SEM tomography-based reconstruction including the CBD and
compared the calculated ionic tortuosity values with electro-
chemical experiments. The resolution of their reconstruction
was, however, too low to resolve CBD porosity, so that the
(negative) impact of the CBD on Li+ transport was over-
estimated. Liu et al.[17] filled the electrode’s pore space with a
silicone-based resin and obtained good contrast between the
individual phases (without resolving the CBD microstructure
and its porosity). Almar et al.[7] succeeded in direct imaging of
all three phases by FIB-SEM tomography over a large volume,
but the resolution (30–50 nm) was too close to the feature size
of the CBD branches to fully capture the microstructural
information.
In this study we attempt a three-phase reconstruction that
combines a sufficiently large volume with sufficiently high
resolution to obtain an adequate representation of the pore
space morphology of an LCO cathode. Assuming the prepara-
tion conditions to control the pore space morphology, we
prepare a set of LCO cathodes samples using the slurry-coating
technique. One sample is investigated by the RS approach, the
other samples by EIS. We present our strategy for FIB-SEM
tomography and a procedure to obtain a multiscale, multi-
phase reconstruction of the cathode sample from the image
data. A detailed morphological analysis of the void space is
carried out to ascertain that the reconstructed volume is
representative of the electrode structure and to obtain a
quantitative description of the pore space morphology. Pore-
scale diffusion simulations performed in the reconstructed
volume deliver a tortuosity value for comparison with the ionic
tortuosity determined by EIS from the other cathode samples.
The goal of the study is to shed light on the influence of the
CBD microstructure on Li+ transport in LIBs.
2. Results
2.1. Cathode Preparation and Electrochemical
Characterization
Using the slurry-coating technique we prepared LCO cathode
samples at a typical composition of 90 wt% AM, 5 wt% carbon,
and 5 wt% binder. Disc electrodes were cut from the
calendared film whose porosity had been adjusted to ɛ�40%.
A porosity of about 40% was confirmed for all punched
electrodes from their respective weight and thickness, which
shows that cathodes with reproducible properties were
obtained from the film. One cathode sample was cycled using
lithium metal as counter electrode to demonstrate that the
electrode works properly (Figure S1). After 3.25 cycles, the
cathode was removed and prepared for FIB-SEM tomography
(see section 2.2). The other samples were used to determine
the ionic tortuosity tEIS of the electrolyte-filled void space by
EIS within the framework of the transmission line model (TLM).
The TLM describes the impedance of a straight, cylindrical
pore considering ion migration in the electrolyte-filled pore
space and double layer formation at the AM-liquid
interface.[40–42] Previous studies have shown the applicability of
the TLM to porous electrodes.[28,43] Through the use of a
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electronic resistance of the cathode can be assumed as
negligible. For 0% or 100% state-of-charge (ion-blocking
conditions), the charge transfer resistance is approximately











where Rion is the effective ion transport resistance, QDL is the
constant phase element (CPE) coefficient with its exponent β
(to account for deviations from ideal capacitive behavior), j is
the imaginary number and ω the angular frequency. From Rion,
an effective conductivity for the electrode’s pore space seff can
be calculated. The ionic tortuosity tEIS then results from the
ratio of the electrolyte’s bulk conductivity (sbulk =7.93 mScm
  1)
for the liquid electrolyte used) and seff multiplied with the
porosity ɛ. Using a symmetrical cell setup to acquire EIS spectra
ensures that the obtained seff values refer only to the pore
space of the investigated LCO electrodes.[44] For a symmetrical








where A and d denote the mean area and thickness of the
electrodes, respectively.
For EIS measurements, six LCO electrodes were combined
into three pairs (for the symmetrical cell setup). Figure 1 shows
the Nyquist plot acquired for the three electrode pairs. As
intended by the preparation protocol, the three electrode pairs
showed very similar impedance behavior. Equation 1 was fitted
to the spectra to derive Rionvalues. tEIS values (Table 1) were
then calculated using equation 2 from the Rion values and the
values for area, thickness, and porosity determined for the
electrodes (Table 1). Averaging over the individual tEIS values
yielded a mean ionic tortuosity of tEIS =2.31�0.20 (standard
deviation). The high standard deviation of tEIS reflects uncer-
tainties in the experimental determination of the parameters
from which tEIS is calculated, but also hidden variations
between the samples, such as small fluctuations in electrode or
current collector thickness or slight deteriorations sustained
during cell assembly.
2.2. Tomography and Physical Reconstruction
Figure 2 illustrates the workflow from cycling to phase
segmentation for the cathode sample selected for the RS
approach. After cycling, the cathode sample was prepared for
FIB-SEM tomography by filling the pore space with a low-
viscosity silicone resin, whose SEM contrast lies between the
high-contrast AM particles and the low-contrast CBD branches.
The resin-filling performs two important tasks: it increases the
contrast between the different phases[7] and prevents shine-
through artifacts from deeper layers.[47] Vacuum was applied to
completely fill even narrow pores within the CBD; unfilled pores
were not observed in the tomographic images afterwards. After
curing, the sample was embedded in epoxy resin and cut
orthogonal to the current collector. The sample was mounted
so that the electrode’s cross-section was facing upwards. A bulk
section from the center of the electrode was selected as the
volume-of-interest.
The volume-of-interest and the resolution (slice thickness)
are critical to the success of the RS approach in terms of
delivering reliable and representative tortuosity values. The
edge length of a reconstructed volume must be 20–25 times
the average feature size of the phase-of-interest (here the
electrolyte-soaked pore space or void phase) to guarantee the
absence of finite-size effects.[48] At the same time, the smallest
feature (pores within the CBD) has to be covered by at least 8–
10 voxels in each direction to capture its morphology.[49] From
SEM images, the AM particle size was estimated as ~3.5 μm
and the carbon particle size as 80–120 nm (cf. Figure S2). Due
to the adhering binder, the solid CBD branches are thicker than
the carbon particles. Based on these discriminative feature sizes
Figure 1. Nyquist plot acquired for symmetrical cells under ion-blocking
conditions. The data for the three LCO cathode pairs (no. 1–3) are plotted in
the third dimension for better visibility. The resistance of the liquid
electrolyte in the separator was subtracted for better comparability of the
impedance spectra. As intended, the EIS spectra of all samples show very
similar impedances. The TLM (lines) was fitted to the spectra to determine
Rion.
Table 1. Experimental data for the three electrode pairs[a] used for
calculation of tEIS.
No. Porosity ɛ[b] Thickness d [μm] RionA [Ω cm2] tEIS
1 40.5% 288 36.5 2.03
2 41.3% 250 36.6 2.39
3 39.5% 238 38.1 2.50
[a] Data reflect the average value from the two electrodes of a pair.
[b] Porosities ɛ were determined from the weight of the electrodes and
densities of the solid components (4.79 gcm  3 for LCO,[45] 1.88 gcm  3 for
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for the solid components, we estimated an average feature size
of ~1 μm for the pore space. Therefore, edge lengths of 20–
25 μm were targeted for the volume-of-interest, and a slice
thickness of 20 nm was chosen for the resolution.
High-resolution imaging was achieved by using the
through-the-lens detector (TLD) of the FIB-SEM instrument. This
detector was used in backscatter electron mode (TLD-BSE) as
the backscattered electrons carry chemical information that can
be used to further enhance the contrast (Z or compositional
contrast) between the different phases.[33] A low voltage of 2 kV
was applied for a small interaction volume between electron
beam and the sample. The information depth of the electron
beam was kept small compared to the slice thickness to
achieve the highest possible resolution.
After image acquisition, the subsequent image restoration
removed artifacts to enable the contrast-based segmentation
of the individual phases. Image reconstruction relied heavily on
software-supported automation, as the data amount was much
too large for an individual post-processing of single images.
Typical corrections included in the restoration process were the
alignment of the image stack (985 slices) and the compensation
of brightness gradients, local charging, and noise. Curtaining
artifacts, which are caused by unevenness on the cross-
sectional surface,[31] were a major issue. Each material interacts
differently with the ion beam leading to individual sputter
rates. The examined composite electrode exhibits numerous
material interfaces between solid AM, solid CBD, and silicone
resin, thus leading to local changes of beam milling. Curtaining
produces stripes that run like a waterfall from top to bottom of
an image, becoming more pronounced towards the bottom.
The stripes had to be carefully corrected to prevent a
considerable loss of resolution. The results of FIB-SEM tomog-
raphy and image restoration are shown in Figure 3a for the
complete reconstructed volume of 26.4×24.5×19.7 μm3.
2.3. Morphological Analysis
The three-phase physical reconstruction of the LCO cathode
sample shown in Figure 3a is a direct image of the cathode’s
morphology within the limits of the achieved resolution. The
microstructural properties of the electrolyte-filled pore space
(void space) correspond to real bulk conditions (as probed by
EIS) insofar as the reconstruction is accurate and representative.
In the following morphological analysis, this representation is
referred to as case I. Although the reconstruction process itself
is quite complex, the results can be easily manipulated after-
wards to create or isolate structures inaccessible to experi-
ments. Taking advantage of this possibility, we reassigned
voxels belonging to the solid CBD as void voxels to simulate
the results of a two-phase reconstruction where the CBD was
not taken into account (Figure 3b, case II). This representation
serves as reference to evaluate the contribution of the CBD to
the overall morphology and transport properties of the
electrode. The sub-volume shown in Figure 3c corresponds to
the largest section occupied by the porous CBD in the
reconstructed volume. Analysis of this sub-volume (case III)
focuses on the morphology of the CBD. The selected sub-
volume represents CBD porosity and feature size, as ascertained
by probing the (smaller) porous CBD subsections in the
reconstructed volume.
2.3.1. Evaluation of Phase Fractions
Prior to deriving values for morphological descriptors, we
assess whether the three-phase reconstruction (case I) recovers
the composition of the cathode sample. Table 2 lists the
different volume fractions in the reconstruction, determined as
the ratio between the number of voxels assigned to a particular
phase or feature and the total number of voxels in the
Figure 2. Overview of the workflow from cycling to phase segmentation. One cathode sample was integrated into a battery, using Li metal as anode, and
subjected to cycling experiments. After disassembly of the battery, the cathode sample was infiltrated by a low-viscosity silicone resin to enhance the SEM
contrast between the different phases, embedded in epoxy resin, and cut to probe the cross-section by FIB-SEM tomography. The resulting image stack was
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reconstruction. Multiplication with the respective density
converts the volume fractions of the solid components into
weight fractions. The reconstruction-derived weight fractions
for the solid AM and CBD phases closely approach the
respective weight fractions of the solid components used in
cathode preparation. The porosity of the cathode sample of ɛ=
40.8%, experimentally determined as for the cathode samples
used for EIS (Table 1), is also recovered by the void voxel
fraction of the reconstructed volume (40.0%).
Having ascertained that case I recovers the phase fractions
of the cathode sample, we next look at case III. The CBD-
pervaded sub-volume consists of 39.7 vol% solid phase and
60.3 vol% void space. Assuming case III as representative of the
CBD porosity, the space occupied by the porous CBD in case I
must have the same ratio of solid to void space as case III. From
this ratio the void space within the CBD calculates to 17.5 vol%
of the reconstruction, which leaves 22.5 vol% of the recon-
structed volume to the void space outside the CBD. The porous
CBD (solid and void voxels together) then occupies 29.0 vol%
of the reconstructed volume. That nearly half of the total pore
space (43.8%) is confined within the CBD underscores the high
impact of the CBD microstructure on the pore space morphol-
ogy.
With 60.3% the CBD porosity is considerably above the
47% estimated by Zielke et al.[19] for the CBD porosity in an LCO
cathode. To which extent this divergence reflects differences in
electrode preparation conditions that could affect the CBD
porosity or advances in the reconstruction process that
improve the accuracy of the results (enhanced SEM image
quality from resin-filling of the pore space, larger sample
volume), is impossible to tell at this point.
2.3.2. Void Space Distribution
The void space distribution in the electrode is determined by
the distribution of the two solid components, which differ
considerably in morphology. The high degree of connectivity
and the complex geometry of the void space preclude a
division into individual pores. We describe the void space
distribution through chord length distributions (CLDs), which is
an automatable method that does not rely on assumptions
about the void space geometry and can in principle be applied
to any porous medium.[50–52] The void space is scanned up to
the solid-void interface by chords of variable length; collecting
and sorting the chords according to their length in a histogram
yields the CLD. The mean chord length lc of the CLD is a
measure of the average pore size. Figure 4 shows the void
space CLDs obtained for cases I–III. The mean chord length lc
derived from each CLD is listed in Table 3.
The CLDs are used first to check whether the resolution
limits of the reconstruction were chosen correctly at both
boundaries. According to the CLD for case I, the average pore
size in the cathode is lc =1.04 μm, which agrees with our
estimate of 1.0 μm for the discriminate feature size in the void
phase on which the edge lengths for the reconstructed volume
had been based. According to the CLD for case III, the average
pore size within the CBD is lc =0.44 μm and thus 22-times the
tomographic slice thickness of 20 nm. The reconstruction’s
Figure 3. a) 3D representation of the total reconstructed volume of a bulk section of the LCO cathode (solid AM, solid CBD, and void phase in blue, orange,
and transparent, respectively). For morphological analysis, this representation is referred to as case I. b) Representation of the reconstructed volume in which
solid CBD voxels were replaced by void voxels to simulate the results of imaging without resolution of the CBD (case II). c) Extracted section from the
reconstructed volume completely filled by the porous CBD (case III).
Table 2. Reconstruction-derived volume fractions vs cathode sample
composition.
Phase Reconstruction Cathode sample
Solid AM 48.5 vol% (92.0 wt%)[a] 90.0 wt%
Solid CBD 11.5 vol% (8.0 wt%)[a] 10.0 wt%
Total void 40.0 vol% 40.8%
Void inside CBD 17.5 vol% –
Void outside CBD 22.5 vol% –
Porous CBD (solid and void) 29.0 vol% –
[a] Wt% calculated from vol% by multiplication with the respective
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resolution limits thus conform to the requisites for an accurate
representation of the electrode’s pore space.
The void space CLDs for the three cases are very different
from each other. Close inspection of the void space CLD for
case I reveals a shoulder to the right (at lc =0.6 μm), congruent
with a bimodal distribution caused by the size difference
between pores within and pores outside the CBD. The void
space CLD for case II covers, as expected, much larger chord
lengths than the CLD for case I, which is also reflected in a
mean chord length of lc =4.46 μm, about four-times the
average pore size of lc =1.04 μm in the three-phase reconstruc-
tion. Comparison of the void space CLDs for cases I and II
visualizes that the presence of the CBD reduces the global
average pore size significantly. The void space CLD for case III
contains chord lengths up to 1.5 μm and exhibits a mode of
0.28 μm and a median of 0.37 μm. Interestingly, the void space
CLDs for cases I and III share the same mode (i. e., the most
frequent chord length); the void space CLD for case III,
however, contains a considerably larger amount of short chords
and features a decidedly smaller mean chord length (lc =0.44
and 1.04 μm for cases III and I, respectively). This comparison
shows that smaller pores are found mostly within the CBD,
where the average pore size is less than half of the global
average pore size.
2.3.3. Surface Area of and Contact Area between Solid AM and
CBD Phases
The CBD’s role in the electrode is to stabilize the AM particle
network and provide electronic conduction between the AM
particles. Contact between AM particles and the CBD is
therefore necessary, but also reduces the active surface area of
the AM particles, where Li+ charge transfer takes place. The
three-phase reconstruction allows a precise calculation of the
surface area of the solid phases as well as of the contact area
between them. The surface areas of solid AM, solid CBD, and
both solid phases together were calculated from the full
reconstruction volume using the marching cube algorithm[53]
(see Ref. [54] and the Computational Methods section for more
details). Calculation directly from the cuboid voxels over-
estimates the surface area of curved objects.[54] The marching
cube algorithm approximates the curved surface area by using
triangles to interpolate the cuboid-voxel based surface area.
The volume-specific surface area was obtained by normalizing
all received values to the reconstructed volume. The calculation
yielded surface areas of AAM =1.02 μm
  1, ACBD =3.96 μm
  1, and
AAM;CBD =4.78 μm
  1. These data show that most of the solid-
phase surface area in the electrode stems from the CBD.
The AM-void interface, where Li+ charge transfer takes
place, is defined as the active surface whose area Aactive is
calculated from the volume-specific surface areas of solid AM,
solid CBD, and both solid phases together:[7]
Aactive ¼ AAM  
1
2 AAM þ ACBD   AAM;CBD
  �
(3)
Aactive is 0.92 μm
  1, which corresponds to 90.2% of AAM.
Consequently, the contact area between AM and solid CBD is
0.10 μm  1 (10% of the AM surface area). The 10% blockage of
the AM surface area by the solid CBD apparently suffices for
mechanical stability of the electrode. This leaves 90% of the
AM surface in contact with the liquid electrolyte and thus
available for charge transfer reactions, which excludes poor
accessibility of the electrolyte-AM interface as a limiting factor
to battery operation.
Figure 4. CLDs obtained from different representations of the physical
reconstruction describe the void space distribution as defined by solid AM
and CBD phases (case I), solid AM phase (case II), and solid CBD phase (case
III).
Table 3. Morphological parameters obtained by the RS approach.
Case I Case II Case III
Porosity ɛ 40.0% 51.5% 60.3%
CLD mean chord length lc [μm] 1.04 4.46 0.44
CLD median [μm] 0.64 3.73 0.37
CLD mode [μm] 0.28 2.02 0.28
Fraction of three-branch connections 74.0% 91.0% 77.5%
Fraction of four-branch connections 16.1% 7.2% 15.6%
Fraction of higher-branch connections 9.8% 1.8% 7.0%
Average connectivity Z 3.36 3.11 3.30
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2.3.4. Void Space Connectivity
The connectivity of the pore space[55] was analyzed through
skeletonization.[56] Figure S3 shows a 2D representation of the
skeleton lines in the void space. The analysis was performed in
3D. Skeletonization reduces the amount of data, but conserves
topological properties of the pore space, such as branch
lengths, curvature, connectivity, and dead-ends. The nodes in
the skeleton are sorted according to how many branches
(three, four, or more than four) converge there, whereby a
three-branch node represents the minimum degree of con-
nectivity. The connectivity of the pore space is then described
by the fraction of three-, four-, and higher-branch nodes and by
the average connectivity Z calculated from these fractions.
The connectivity analysis for the three-phase reconstruction
(case I) yields a surprisingly high fraction of four-branch and
higher nodes (~25%), resulting in an average connectivity of
Z=3.36 (Table 3). Similar connectivity values have been found
for the macropore space of silica monoliths, whose pore space
interconnectivity is one of their main advantages as support
structures for chromatographic separations and heterogeneous
catalysis.[55,56] Comparison with the results of the connectivity
analysis for cases II and III clearly shows that the high
connectivity of the electrode’s pore space is owed mainly to
the CBD. The irregularly shaped AM particles form large pores
with few interconnections. The void space between the AM
particles (case II) contains few (�9%) four-branch or higher
nodes, resulting in a low average connectivity of Z=3.11. This
contrasts with the CBD (case III), for which the connectivity
analysis returns a considerable fraction of four-branch and
higher nodes (~23%), yielding an average connectivity of Z=
3.30. These data reveal the CBD as a complex, strongly
interconnected pore network that dominates the overall pore
space morphology of the electrode.
For those interested in morphological analysis tools, an
analysis of the pore tortuousness based on the skeleton lines is
provided in the Supporting Information (Section S4). The
skeleton-based analysis cannot take constrictivities into ac-
count, which is why the resulting geometric tortuosity values
for cases I–III do not reflect the transport properties of the
respective pore spaces. The accurate characterization of trans-
port properties requires pore-scale diffusion simulations, as
shown in the next section.
2.4. Pore-Scale Diffusion Simulations
Diffusion in the void space of cases I–III was numerically
simulated using a random-walk particle tracking technique[58]
(see Ref. [28] for further details), where passive, point-like
tracers are randomly distributed in the void space. All tracers
execute random jumps at each time step. The random displace-
ment of each tracer is recorded and a time-dependent diffusion
coefficient D(t) calculated from the individual tracer displace-
ments. The transient diffusion coefficient D(t) eventually
reaches its asymptotic, long-time limit Deff (Figure S5). The ratio
of the bulk diffusion coefficient Dbulk and Deff is the diffusive
tortuosity, designated as tRS to indicate its derivation by the RS
approach. tRS reflects the complete morphology of the pore
space, including constrictivities.
The diffusion simulations deliver a value of tRS =1.89 for the
three-phase reconstruction (case I) compared with only tRS =
1.47 for case II (Table 3). The large tortuosity difference cannot
be solely attributed to the ~10% porosity difference between
cases I and II. Such a large impact of the porosity on the
tortuosity is not supported by tortuosity-porosity correlations
for the interstitial pore space in consolidated particulate
matter.[59] The large tortuosity of case I is mainly caused by the
increased microstructural heterogeneity of the pore space,
which comes mostly from the CBD. This becomes clear from
considering case III. Although a high porosity of 60% is reached
within the CBD, the tortuosity exhibits a high value of tRS =
1.96. The complex, meandering pore network inside the CBD,
including constrictivities, significantly hinders diffusive trans-
port, because the high surface area translates into more wall
contacts. The CBD contribution is critical to the overall ionic
tortuosity of the electrode as 43.8% of the global porosity are
located within the CBD. This analysis demonstrates that trans-
port properties of the electrolyte-filled pore space in battery
electrodes cannot be correctly assessed without explicit
consideration of the CBD morphology.
3. Discussion
The tortuosity obtained for the three-phase reconstruction
(case I) from the RS approach (tRS =1.89) differs by a factor of
1.2 from the electrochemically determined tortuosity (tEIS =
2.31). The tortuosity value for case II (tRS =1.47) deviates from
the electrochemically determined tortuosity by a factor of 1.6.
This emphasizes that only three-phase reconstructions with a
sufficiently high resolution of the CBD adequately represent the
transport properties of the porous electrode. Still, EIS experi-
ments in the framework of the TLM better reflect the actual
conditions in the electrode. Since the measurements are
conducted under blocking conditions (100% state-of-charge),
no charge transfer occurs at the interface between the AM
particles and electrolyte. Ions migrate in the electrolyte and a
double layer is formed at the surface of the electronically
conducting particles; both processes are considered in the TLM.
The fact that tEIS approaches tRS (case I) quite closely may
originate in the actual electrode morphology. A relatively loose
packing of the AM particles generates a highly interconnected
interparticle void space (cf. Table 3). As has been shown by
Nguyen et al.,[60] when pore networks are highly percolated and
contain a small fraction of dead-end pores (like the void space
between loosely packed particles), the latter have a negligible
effect on the tortuosity when EIS measurements are consid-
ered, which will provide good agreement with tortuosities from
diffusion studies. The remaining difference between tEIS and tRS
from the three-phase reconstruction can have several origins.
One possible source are the different comparison volumes. The
RS approach investigates a representative volume taken from
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probe the entire electrode including its edge regions and,
therefore, possible porosity gradients across the electrode
formed during slurry drying. Another possible source lies in the
applicability of the TLM (which assumes straight, cylindrical
pores) to the complex pore network found in electrodes.
Therefore, RS-derived as well as EIS-derived tortuosity values
could reflect the limitations of each method to an extent that is
difficult to estimate.
The results of this study show the decisive influence of the
CBD morphology on the overall void space distribution in and
thus the transport properties of the porous electrode. Commer-
cial battery electrodes have much lower porosities (20–27%)
than the investigated cathode sample (40.8%).[7] Assuming the
CBD is not much compacted by calendaring, commercial
electrodes can thus be expected to contain a larger fraction of
the total porosity inside the CBD than the investigated sample.
The influence of the CBD morphology on the transport proper-
ties of porous electrodes is therefore possibly still under-
estimated by the investigated sample. Even for electrodes that
contain a smaller CBD volume fraction than the investigated
sample, a significant influence of the CBD microstructure on
overall ion transport is highly probable.
Explicit consideration of the CBD morphology is indispen-
sable to capture the transport-relevant microstructural proper-
ties of porous electrodes. The ionic tortuosity of battery
electrodes then should be determined over a wide porosity
range by EIS and the RS approach to eventually arrive at a
more accurate porosity-tortuosity correlation and quantify how
electrode formulation impacts CBD porosity and the overall
ionic tortuosity. In a first step, the values found to characterize
CBD morphology may serve as input parameters for studies
that incorporate the actual electrode manufacturing process[21]
and, in a second step, the entire reconstruction could be used
as realistic geometrical model in full-cycle simulations, includ-
ing charge transfer reactions at the electrolyte-AM interface, to
investigate the influence of the CBD on the overall battery
performance.
4. Conclusions
This study contains the first high-resolution, physical recon-
struction of a morphologically representative volume of an LCO
cathode with resolved porous CBD. The reconstruction shows
that the porous CBD spans much of the space between the AM
particles. Contact between solid CBD and AM particles blocks
10% of the AM surface, which excludes charge transfer as a
limiting factor to battery operation. The porous CBD occupies a
much smaller volume fraction than the AM phase (29.0% vs
48.5%, respectively), but contains 43.8% of the total pore
space. The presence of the CBD decreases the average pore
size and increases tortuosity significantly. This means that Li+
transport in the electrolyte-filled pore space of the electrode is
limited by the morphology of the porous CBD. The tortuosity
value obtained from pore-scale diffusion simulations in the
three-phase reconstruction of the cathode approaches the
tortuosity values determined for comparable cathode samples
by EIS experiments in the framework of the TLM. This proves
that resolving the porous CDB within a representative
reconstructed volume of the electrode is necessary to repro-
duce experimentally determined tortuosity values and thus to
obtain transport-relevant morphological information about
porous electrodes by the RS approach.
Experimental Section
Cathode Materials
LiCoO2 (LCO) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Kandel, Germany),
Super C65 carbon black from Timcal (Bodio, Switzerland), poly-
vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder from Solvay (Hannover, Ger-
many), and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) from Alfa Aesar. What-
man GF/A glass microfiber filters (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire,
United Kingdom) were used as separators. Lithium metal foil was
received from Albemarle (Frankfurt, Germany). The liquid electro-
lyte EC/EMC 50 :50+1 M LiPF6 (sbulk =7.93 mScm
  1) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany).
Cathode Preparation
For a slurry with 60% solid content consisting of 90/5/5 (w/w/w)
AM/carbon black/binder, the binder was first dissolved in NMP at
40 °C before LCO particles and carbon black were added gradually.
The slurry was mixed with a T 25 disperser (IKA, Staufen, Germany)
and applied to an aluminum foil using a ZAA 2300 automatic film
applicator (Zehntner, Sissach, Switzerland). The gap height of the
applicator was set to 400 μm. The film was dried over night at
80 °C. The film was calendared at 80 °C using a hot rolling press
(MTI, Richmond, CA) to adjust the porosity to 40%. Disc electrodes
with a radius of 0.6 cm were cut from the calendared film for EIS
measurements, battery cycling, and FIB-SEM tomography.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
Electrodes were measured in a symmetrical set-up at 100% state-
of-charge using a TSC battery cell (rhd instruments, Darmstadt,
Germany). The electrodes were spaced by three separators and
soaked with 120 μl electrolyte. The cells were equilibrated over
night at room temperature. Measurements were performed in a
two-electrode set-up by using a Multi Autolab/M101 equipped
with a FRA32 M impedance module (Metrohm Autolab BV, Utrecht,
The Netherlands) in a range from 105 Hz to 10  1 Hz with an AC
amplitude of 10 mV. The resistance of the liquid electrolyte was
subtracted for better comparability of the impedance spectra. The
TLM was fitted to the spectra using the analysis software RelaxIS
3.0 (rhd instruments).
Battery Cycling
The battery cycling was performed using a TSC battery cell (rhd
instruments). The LCO cathode exhibited a loading of 34.0 mgcm  2
and a height of 130 μm. The cell (LCO cathode j separators soaked
with electrolyte jLi) was assembled in an argon-filled glove box
(UniLab, MBraun, Germany; xH2O<1 ppm, xO2<1 ppm). Galvano-
static cycling was performed in a two-electrode setup using a Multi
Autolab M101 (Metrohm, Filderstadt, Germany) with a C-rate of
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FIB-SEM Serial Sectioning
First, the void space of the cathode was filled by a two-part silicone
resin (Elastosil RT 604, Wacker, Munich, Germany). Three drops of
the resin were applied to the sample under vacuum (at ~5 mbar)
followed by exposure to vacuum for another hour. After curing for
24 h, the sample was embedded in epoxy resin using a 5/2 (w/w)
mixture of SpeciFix Resin and SpeciFix-40 Curing Agent (Struers,
Ballerup, Denmark) and cured for another 24 h at room temper-
ature. The embedded sample was cut, its cross section polished
with sandpaper and then sputtered with gold for 30 s at 30 mA.
A Strata 400S dual-beam FIB-SEM system (FEI/ThermoFisher
Scientific, Hilsboro, OR) was used for sample preparation and serial
sectioning afterwards. The volume-of-interest was defined in the
midsection of the electrode to reconstruct bulk properties and
exclude boundary effects in later analyses. A protective platinum
layer was deposited on top of the volume-of-interest to reduce
curtaining effects. The focused Ga+ beam was operated at 30 kV
with a current of 21 nA to create a U-shaped trench around the
volume-of-interest and a current of 6.5 nA for slicing. The image
stack was acquired using the Slice&View package of the instrument
software. For this purpose, SEM images were taken at 2 kV
collecting backscattered electrons (BSE) with the through-the-lens
detector (TLD) in immersion mode (a higher resolution mode of
the instrument). The final 8-bit image stack (file size: 5.1 GB)
contained 985 slices at a pixel size of 13.9×13.9 nm2 and 20.0 nm
spacing in milling direction.
Computational Methods
Physical Reconstruction
First, the slices were aligned by means of the StackReg[61] plugin in
ImageJ Fiji.[62] The inclined SEM viewing angle of 52° was corrected
in Fiji by rescaling the voxels. Intensity gradients from shadowing
were normalized in the three spatial directions by using Visual C#
scripts. Shadowing is caused by the trench around the volume-of-
interest and by re-deposited material that accumulates during the
experiment and blocks electrons on their way to the detector.
Curtaining artifacts were removed using the wavelet-Fourier filter
approach proposed in Münch et al.[63] For the wavelet decomposi-
tion, a Daubechies 8 wavelet[64] was used. The decomposition level
was chosen as L=5 and the damping coefficient was set to σ=10.
A Gaussian filter was applied for noise removal and the contrast
was enhanced using Fiji. As the curtaining was more severe in the
bottom part of the image, the image quality in this region
remained reduced even after application of the decurtaining filter,
resulting in a loss of contrast between the different phases in this
area. This made segmentation with global or local color threshold
values difficult, so that we relied on a machine learning approach
for this critical step of the reconstruction process. We used the
software Zeiss ZEN Intellesis (Oberkochen, Germany), which is
based on trainable deep-learning algorithms. The segmentation
algorithm yielded good results, which were first evaluated by visual
comparison. Charging effects within the silicone resin resulted in
some void voxels being wrongly assigned to the AM phase, which
was corrected semi-manually using the 3D watershed segmenta-
tion of the MorphoLibJ plugin[65] to identify these areas. The
resulting 8-bit image stack constituted case I. Case II was derived
from case I through reassigning solid CBD voxels as void voxels.
For case III, we visually identified the largest section of porous CBD
in the reconstructed volume and extracted the maximum possible
cuboid from this section.
Chord Length Distribution
A statistically significant number of 106 seed points was randomly
distributed in the void space of cases I–III. From each seed point,
26 vectors that pointed in directions induced by the 26 neighbor-
hood in the voxel lattice were projected until the vectors hit the
solid-void interface. Opposing vectors form a chord. Chords that
reached the boundary of the reconstruction were discarded. Valid
chords were collected and sorted by length into a histogram.
Calculation of the Surface Area
The marching cube algorithm[53] considers the surroundings of the
voxels and approximates the area at the solid-void interface by
triangles. The algorithm assesses a set of eight voxels at a time,
whereby each voxel is considered a cube vertex. The color value of
the voxel determines whether the vertex belongs to the solid
phase or to the void space, resulting in 15 different cube
configurations. The cube configuration in turn results in a certain
triangle configuration of up to four triangles per cube. The areas of
the triangles are summed up into the total area. A C+ +
implementation[66] of the algorithm was adapted for the analysis.
The resulting surface area was divided by the volume of the
reconstruction (1.3×104 μm3) to obtain the volume-specific surface
area.
Connectivity Analysis
The skeletonization of the void space was executed in Fiji using the
“Skeletonize3D” plugin. The average connectivity Z was calculated
by determining the number of branches meeting at each node.
Dead-end nodes connected to only one branch were not
considered. The average connectivity Z was calculated as the sum
of the weighted ratios of the number of three-branch nodes nt,
four-branch nodes nq, and higher-level branch nodes nx to the total












Diffusion in the void space of cases I–III was numerically simulated
using the random-walk particle-tracking (RWPT) technique.[58,67,68]
106 inert (non-reactive and non-adsorbing) tracers were randomly
distributed in the void space. The random displacement Δr of all






Here g represents a spatial vector and Dbulk the tracer diffusion
coefficient. Orientation and length of g are random, determined by
a Gaussian function. The time steps were chosen such that the
mean diffusive displacement remained below Δh/10 (with Δh
denoting the pixel resolution of 13.9 nm). Jumps leading out of the
reconstruction volume were treated by mirror boundary conditions,
whereby tracers continue their path mirrored in the original
domain.[68] The interaction with the solid-void interface was
simulated by a multiple-rejection boundary condition,[69] whereby
when a tracer crosses the boundary during a jump, this jump is
discarded and recalculated until a valid jump is made. The time-
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Dri tð Þ½ �
2 (6)
where Dri tð Þ is the displacement of the i-th tracer at time t
(Figure S5). The effective diffusion coefficient Deff was taken from






The accuracy of this modeling approach has been confirmed by
comparing Deff-values simulated in regular (simple cubic and face-
centered cubic) arrays of spheres[70,71] with values calculated using
the analytical approach.[72] Among the advantages of the employed
RWPT technique are conservation of mass, absence of numerical
dispersion, simplicity of program realization, and straightforward
parallelization. Consequently, the program realization of the RWPT
algorithm was implemented as parallel code in C language using
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard on a supercomputing
platform. All numerical codes and their description can be found in
the Supporting Information of Ref. [68].
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ARTICLES
Limiting domain: The multiscale,
multiphase reconstruction of a
lithium-ion battery cathode resolves
the convoluted pore space within
the carbon binder domain (CBD).
Morphological analysis and pore-
scale diffusion simulations identify
the CBD as the limiting factor for Li+
transport in the liquid electrolyte.
The CBD microstructure must be ex-
plicitly considered to recover the
electrochemically determined ionic
tortuosity values of porous electro-
des.
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Three-Phase Reconstruction Reveals
How the Microscopic Structure of
the Carbon-Binder Domain Affects
Ion Transport in Lithium-Ion
Batteries
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